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Oracle Redwood Launch

We are excited to announce the Oracle RedwoodTheme launch. This launch is announced as part of our commitment to provide you with a more intuitive and modern user experience. The Oracle Redwood theme is a UI change only, and

What is changing?

No changes to your ability to perform tasks or functions within OFC

No changes to the data within the Oracle applications

A shift from icons to tabs on the Oracle homepage

Slightly darker background

Dark, global header
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Additional Changes

Around the Oracle homepage, you will notice:

No changes to your ability to perform tasks or functions within OFC
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BI & Financial Reporting Needs YOU!

Do you wish you could be more involved in the report development process? Are you frustrated that you cannot view data that you have access to within your current role? We want you to be part of the reporting process.

Oracle BI & Financial Reporting

Oracle BI & Financial Reporting Needs YOU! We will call on you for your input when we are developing reports that align with your role and your expertise. Find out more and sign up to be a reporting expert! We will call on you for your input when we are developing reports that align with your role and your expertise. Find out more and sign up to be a reporting expert!
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2022-23 Budget Development Cycle Begins Late January! Training Registration Now Open

January 4, 2022

Oracle Redwood: Updates to the Oracle Applications User Interface (UI) To deliver the best experience for the OFC community, we have made several enhancements to the Oracle Applications user interface (UI), which will enable us to provide an updated and modern look.

Changes you will see and not see:

UI changes to the Oracle Applications home page

Changes to the list of navigation options

No changes to your ability to perform tasks or functions within OFC
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